Composite Higgs models are an intriguing scenario in which the Higgs particle is identified as a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson associated with spontaneous breaking of some global symmetry above the electroweak scale. In general, such models predict new resonances at high energy scales, some of which can appear at multi-TeV scales. In such a case, analogies with pion physics in QCD that a sizable phase shift is predicted in pion-pion scattering processes might help us to evaluate scales of the resonances. In this paper, we discuss two complementary approaches to investigate the compositeness scale in minimal composite Higgs models. First, we discuss the bound on vector boson scattering from perturbative unitarity, and we evaluate the phase shift of the scattering amplitude. We obtain the relation between possible phase shifts and promising new resonance scales. We also investigate the possibility to measure the phase shift at LHC and the future hadron colliders. Second, we classify deviations in Higgs coupling constants from the standard model predictions in various kinds of the minimal composite Higgs models. We then discuss a possibility to discriminate a specific minimal composite Higgs model from the other models with extended Higgs sectors by utilizing deviation patterns in the Higgs boson couplings by future precision measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is a crucial question whether the essence of the Higgs boson in the standard model (SM) is an elementary particle or a composite state. The answer of this question gives a deeper insight to the fundamental theory of particle physics beyond the SM. As a candidate of a new paradigm, supersymmetry has been extensively studied, where Higgs bosons are elementary scalar particles. So far, however, no supersymmetric particle has been found by experiments, and low-energy supersymmetric standard models are now being in trouble. As an alternative, the Higgs boson can be a composite state, which is made of more fundamental fields by a certain strong dynamics. The prototype of such a composite scenario is the technicolor model. However, it has turned out to be challenging to construct a consistent model of the technicolor with the current experimental data. After the discovery of the Higgs boson, particle physics enters a new era, where the essence of the Higgs boson can be explored directly by the measurement of Higgs boson properties.
Recently, composite scenarios again attract many attentions. In particular, the model originally proposed by Georgi and Kaplan [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] is revisited as a realistic candidate of new physics beyond the SM. In this model, the Higgs boson is a pseudo Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) associated with spontaneous breakdown of a global symmetry. The Higgs boson mass is generated at the one-loop level after the shift symmetry is explicitly broken by the SU (2) L ×U (1) Y gauge symmetry. The number of the NGB, n, is given by that of the broken generators, n = dim(G) − dim(H), where the global symmetry G is spontaneously broken down to the subgroup H at a higher scale f than the vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the Higgs field v.
We already know the existence of such a pseudo scalar particle in Nature; i.e., that is the pion which is a pNGB with the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. The pion has mass corresponding to the explicit breakdown of the chiral symmetry. The pion physics, the effective theory of QCD, has been well established as the chiral perturbation theory (see, e.g., [6] [7] [8] and references therein), which is a cutoff theory below the scale 4πf π with f π being the pion decay constant. It is known that perturbative unitarity is violated in pion-pion scatterings above the cutoff. New resonance such as the rho meson then appears to keep the theory consistent. In this case, a sizable phase shift is simultaneously induced in the partial wave amplitude of the pion-pion scatterings [9, 10] .
The composite Higgs models provide a solution to the problematic quadratic divergence in radiative corrections to the Higgs boson mass. The theory is expected to be shifted into a ultraviolet (UV) complete theory before the divergence becomes serious. This is the analogy of the relation between QCD and the pion physics. In this picture, the Higgs boson is composed of some constitute particles which appear in the fundamental theory above the cutoff scale 1 .
In the minimal setup of the composite Higgs model, the global symmetry is SO(5) × U (1) X , in which the SO(5) breaks into the SO(4) ( SU (2) L × SU (2) R ) custodial symmetry [13] . This class of models is called minimal composite Higgs models (MCHMs). As we will explain later, a choice of matter representations leads to several different types of the MCHM. Meanwhile, a new resonance is commonly predicted above the electroweak scale [14, 15] .
In this paper, we discuss answers to the following two interrelated questions:
(i) How can we probe the new resonance?
(ii) How can we distinguish the MCHMs?
One way to approach the first question is to directly search a new resonance in appropriate scattering channels. For example, the W Z resonant channel is searched at LHC [16, 17] , which has given an exclusion limit for the resonance scale up to 1.5 TeV. The limit will be improved in near future at the LHC Run II with the collision energy 13-14 TeV. The direct detection of the new resonance and detailed measurements of its properties will give a strong evidence of composite Higgs scenarios. However, even if we observe a new resonance at future collider experiments, it is not enough to answer the second question. In order to identify a specific model from various kinds of composite Higgs models, it can be a useful probe to precisely measure the coupling constants among the Higgs boson and the SM particles. By comparing the theory predictions for these coupling constants with the future precision data at LHC with the integrated luminosity of 3000 fb −1 and future e + e − colliders, we may be able to identify the theory beyond the SM.
In section II, we give a brief review of common part of the various MCHMs. In section III, we discuss perturbative unitarity in the MCHM. The unitarity violation indicates a new resonant state, where a sizable phase shift can be predicted in vector boson scattering processes similarly to the pion-pion scatterings. We study the possibility to observe the phase shift in the W Z production process at future hadron colliders such as the LHC Run II, high luminosity LHC with 3000 fb −1 and also far future higher energy hadron colliders with the energy of 100 TeV, et cetera [18] . In section IV, we discuss a way to discriminate the MCHMs by utilizing deviation patterns of the Higgs boson coupling constants. We
give a comprehensive list of deviations in a set of Higgs boson couplings, which are to be checked by the precision measurements at future e + e − collider experiments such as the International Linear Collider (ILC) [19, 20] , the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [21] and Future Circular Colliders (FCCs) [22] . In section V, we discuss the complementarity of these two approaches, and also we discuss the prospect for discriminating MCHMs from the other new physics models with extended Higgs sectors by fingerprinting patterns of deviations in the Higgs boson couplings. The conclusions are given in section VI. The kinematics used in section III is given in Appendix A, and the definition of the variations of the MCHMs is given in Appendix B.
II. MINIMAL COMPOSITE HIGGS MODELS
We give a short review of the MCHMs [11, 12] for the completeness and making our notation clear. In the MCHMs, the Higgs boson arises as a pNGB from the spontaneous breaking of the global symmetry SO(5) × U (1) X down to SO(4) × U (1) X . The pNGBs are parametrised as
where f is a scale parameter analogous to f π in QCD and hâ(â = 1 − 4) denote the pNGBs which correspond to the broken generators Tâ. We rewrite Σ as
X is gauged and appropriate matter fields are introduced, the effective Higgs potential is generated by the Coleman-Weinberg mechanism through quantum effects due to matter fermions and gauge fields. It should be noted that SO(4) ( SU (2) L × SU (2) R ) is a custodial symmetry, and the hypercharge Y is given by the linear combination of a part of SU (2) R and U (1) X : Y = T 3 R + X with T 3 R and X being the eigenvalue of SU (2) R and the charge of U (1) X , respectively. We take that the third component h 3 is a physical Higgs field. The electroweak symmetry breaking vacuum corresponds to
where the compositeness parameter ξ is defined by
The relevant part of the SO(5) × U (1) X invariant effective Lagrangian is given by
where 
where W a L µ and B µ are the SU (2) L and U (1) Y gauge fields, respectively, and the generators of SU (2) L , {T a L }, are a partial set of {T a }. Here,Ĥ can be expressed aŝ
2 In fact, the symmetry SO(5) × U (1) X is a global symmetry and only the SU (2) L × U (1) Y part of the symmetry is gauged. However, usually a trick is used such that a full SO(5) × U (1) X symmetry is assumed to be gauged, in order to write the Lagrangian in simple SO(5) × U (1) X invariant form. Only the SU (2) L × U (1) Y part of the SO(5) × U (1) X gauge fields are physical gauge fields and the rest are fake. Similar trick is used in the matter sector.
By expanding h around the VEV as h → h +ĥ, the effective Lagrangian given in Eq. (5) leads to the interaction terms between the Higgs bosonĥ and the weak bosons as
where g The Higgs potential in the effective SU (2) L × U (1) Y gauge theory is generated at the one-loop level as
where V symmetry. Due to the non-linearlity of the Higgs field, the couplings to the weak gauge bosons deviate from the SM predictions; i.e., g hV V = g
. Intriguingly, the deviation in the Higgs couplings to the weak gauge bosons potentially breaks perturbative unitarity at high energies. The unitarity argument gives the bound on partial wave amplitudes a l in the channel of the angular momentum l:
where the equality gives a circle of the radius 1/2 with the center at (0, 1/2) in the complexplane of a l , and thus the real part of the amplitude can not exceed 1/2. Let us consider the s-wave amplitude for the elastic scattering of the longitudinal component of the W boson, W L , in which perturbative unitarity is violated by the non-vanishing compositeness parameter ξ. The unitarity bound is given by
which is shown in Fig. 1 on √ S-ξ plane where the region above the line is forbidden, and √ S is the center of mass energy of the scattering. This limit tells us that the amplitude increases in proportion to √ S due to the non-vanishing ξ, and goes over the unitarity bound above some scales. Naively such energy scales might indicate new physics. In the composite picture, the UV theory is expected to be a renormalizable theory, and thus the unitarity would be restored above the scale represented by the black line in the figure. Therefore, it is of importance to explore whether the SM is valid up to high energy or not in view of the unitarity, and so-called closure test observing the W L W L scattering at higher energies is necessary [23] . Namely, if we observe the fact that the tail of the W L W L scattering cross section becomes large compared to the SM prediction, it might indicate that the SM is not closed by itself, and a more consistent framework is required.
On the other hand, let us ask ourselves whether the growing behavior of the amplitude reflects a cutoff of the theory or mimics a tail of a new resonance state. The former case may be a similar situation to the Fermi theory where the cutoff scale is the W boson mass.
The latter corresponds to an analogy of the rho meson in a viewpoint of the effective theory of the pion. In the rest of this section, we focus on the latter case, and discuss the energy scale of a new resonance by utilizing perturbative unitarity. In the previous paragraph we do not discuss the imaginary part of the amplitude. However, the imaginary part gives an important clue to access a new resonance since it can induce a sizable phase shift in scattering processes as discussed in Refs. [9, 24, 25] . As shown in Ref. [24] , the phase shift in the pion-pion elastic scattering can be fitted by
where m and Γ are the rho meson mass and its decay width, respectively. They also discuss that the relation can be applied to the case of the Higgs boson in the composite scenarios. We here take the similar procedure in our analysis for MCHMs. When the increasing behavior of the amplitude is supposed to be a tail of new resonance, the phase shift is converted from the real part of the amplitude by
where the real part of a 0 is given by the left-hand side of Eq. (11). It should be noted that Eq. (13) gives a typical value for δ since the amplitude a 0 is located on the unitarity circle (not within the circle for elastic scatterings). In other words, this condition gives a conservative limit for the allowed imaginary part of the amplitude since the amplitude becomes maximally large on the unitarity circle.
Using Eqs. (12) and (13) Next, let us discuss the possibility to observe the phase shift at the current and future hadron colliders. As explained above, it is basically possible to extract information of the new resonance such as, m ρ and Γ ρ , by seeking the phase shift. At hadron colliders, the phase shift is expected to be accessible in the full leptoic channel of ud → W Z production since δ induces the angular correlation between the direction of the charged lepton from W decay and the production plane of W and Z [24, 26, 27] , whose kinematics is explained in Appendix A.
Here we define the production amplitude of ud → W Z as M Prod (Θ; λ W , λ Z ) for λ W and λ Z to be the polarizations of W and Z bosons, respectively, where λ W and λ Z are taken to be −1, 0 and +1. The angle Θ represents the scattering angle between incoming u-quark and outgoing W + . Meanwhile, amplitudes of
and M Z (θ 2 , φ 2 ; λ Z ), respectively, depending on two polar angles (θ 1 , θ 2 ) and two azimuthal angles (φ 1 , φ 2 ). Hence the differential cross section is proportional to
When a new resonance exists, a non-vanishing phase is induced in the scattering amplitude for W L and Z L . We then introduce the phase by M Prod (Θ; 0, 0) → M Prod (Θ; 0, 0)e iδ . The total cross section σ in pp collisions depends on δ as shown in Fig. 4 , where the solid, dashed 3 In the case of e + e − → W + W − , the detailed calculation is given in Ref. [28] . Since the decay amplitudes depend on the azimuthal angles as
Such a correlation vanishes when δ = 0, and only appears in the case of δ = 0. Therefore, the phase shift δ can be extracted by using the asymmetric behavior of the flight direction of a charged lepton with φ 1 or φ 2 . Hereafter we will focus on φ 1 that is the azimuthal angle of the charged lepton from the W decay. Notice that there are two kinds of ambiguity to identify the events. One is the misidentification of u-quark direction, which leads to (Θ,
. In spite of this ambiguity, the coefficient of sin φ 1 in the squared amplitude approximately transforms as odd. Thus the phase space integration over 0 < cos Θ < 1 (or −1 < cos Θ < 0), which picks up a contribution of one colliding direction of u-quark, gives a robust result. Another issue is the missing energy of the neutrino, which makes φ 1 obscure. Therefore we consider an asymmetry between the differential cross sections integrated over 0 < φ 1 < π and π < φ 1 < 2π. The asymmetry is not affected by the neutrino direction, and can be a viable quantity in the present case.
Here, we define the asymmetry by
where the cross section is given by integrating over 0 < cos Θ < 1, and the other phase space integrations are carried out. The resultant asymmetry is shown in In Fig. 5 , the asymmetry also becomes smaller when the phase is getting smaller. This behavior is reasonable because a smaller phase shift corresponds to a higher resonance scale so that we cannot reach such an energy scale. We find that the asymmetry is most sensitive to the case of δ ∼ 0.2 at LHC with the collision energy 14 TeV. When we extend the collision energy to 30 TeV and 100 TeV, the sensitivity to a smaller phase increases, as shown by the dashed and dotted curves in the figure.
Before closing this section, let us discuss the possibility to observe the phase shift in this channel at future hadron collider experiments. As shown in Fig. 4 decreases because A ± is normalized by the cross section itself. Thus the higher luminosity is also required in this case. The sensitivity to the asymmetry is not improved even in the case of the collision energy 100 TeV. Therefore, in order to observe the asymmetry, the increasing luminosity might be efficient rather than the increasing collision energy. An ingenious technique is also helpful to probe the phase shift in this channel. For example, although we have studied only leptonic decay of Z, larger cross sections can be achieved by taking hadronic decay modes into account, where the asymmetry does not decrease since it is induced by the W decay.
Let us finally comment on the future e + e − collision experiments such as ILC in which more precise measurement can be achieved. For example, the similar procedure can be applied to e + e − → W + W − → l + ν lū d so that information of the phase shift can be extracted from the kinematics. It might also be possible to apply the same manner to the Higgs-strahlung process. These cases will be studied elsewhere.
IV. FINGERPRINT IDENTIFICATION IN THE MCHMS
Appearance of the new resonance is a common feature among the MCHMs as discussed in the previous section. The observation of the new resonance is the first step of identifi-cation for the framework of composite Higgs models. However, there exists a variety of the MCHMs depending on matter representations. Therefore, the second step must be to narrow down the MCHMs to a class of specific models by experiments. One of the promising strategies is to fingerprint models by precisely measuring a set of Higgs boson couplings.
The precision measurements at the high-luminosity LHC as well as at future e + e − colliders will be able to provide a strong clue to understand the detail of the MCHMs. In this section,
we demonstrate how to distinguish variations of the MCHMs by patterns of the deviations from the SM predictions. In order to investigate such deviations, we utilize scale factors
Each MCHM basically predicts a specific pattern of deviations in these couplings, so that we can distinguish models by detecting such a pattern by experiments. It means that the compositeness parameter ξ is determined by the measurement of κ V . We can also test the consistency with the MCHMs by measuring the correlations among κ V and c hhV V independent of the detail in matter sector of the MCHMs. For example, in the minimal supersymmetric SM, κ V is reduced by the mixing angle, but c hhV V is always unity regardless of the mixing angle. However, it could be challenging to precisely measure c hhV V even at future collider experiments and should be a task for future colliders [30] .
On the other hand, the main contribution to the one-loop effective 
where Γ i (i = 1, · · · , 5) are gamma matrices in five-dimensional representation of SO (5), and M 's are the form factors. The loop contributions of the matter fermion to the Higgs potential is dominated by the top-quark loop, and it is evaluated in the MCHM 4 as
where
and N C = 3 is the colour number of QCD. Notice that this contribution V 
By the contribution of V fermion eff , the SU (2) L ×U (1) Y is broken at the minimum of the effective potential V eff . Actually, the vacuum conditions given by,
are satisfied with sin( h /f ) = v/f = 0. The coupling constant for the triple Higgs boson coupling is predicted as
Eq. (17) also leads to the mass terms of the third generation quarks and these interaction terms with the Higgs boson as
where m t and m b are the masses of the top quark and the bottom quark, respectively. It
For the contact interactions of two Higgs bosons and two fermions, their coupling constants are given by g hhtt = −m t ξ/(2v 2 ) and
in the MCHM 4 model. We parametrize these couplings as c hhtt ≡ g hhtt /(m t /(2v 2 )) and 
R are embedded into i-, j-and k-dimensional representations, respectively. In the case of i = j = k, we simply write MCHM i instead of MCHM i-i-i . Patterns of scale factors in various models are partly studied in Ref. [31] . In this paper, we make more complete list of the models 4 and we add the predictions on the deviations for additional intereractions such as hhV V , hhhh, hhtt, and hhbb. In the table, we use the functions defined in Ref. [31] as
where M t 1 and M t 2 are form factors in effective theories shown in the Appendix B, and they cannot be determined within the framework of the low energy theories. We here additionally introduce
where γ is one of the form factors defined in the Appendix B. In the models such that two different form factors M can be neglected because it is proportional to ξ 3 .
In Fig. 7 , several scale factors are shown as a function of κ V which is uniquely determined by ξ. As seen in the set of figures, we can basically discriminate some models from the others by the correlations among scale factors. For instance, the models {A, D, E, F, F'}, which are defined in Tab. I, can be separated from the other models by κ b . These four models are 4 We cannot make a realistic model for some combinations of the matter representations. For example, in the model MCHM 5-1-10 , the electroweak symmetry breaking cannot occur as shown in the Appendix B. Therefore we don't consider such a model in the analysis of the scale factors.
then classified into three sets as {A, E}, {D, F'} and F by measuring κ t . The degeneracy between A and E can be solved by the measurement of λ hhh /λ SM hhh . Fig. 7 , where C, H and I are the case of M t 1 → 0, and C', H' and I' are the case of M t 2 → 0.
We here discuss the strategy to distinguish MCHM from the other models which are not only the other MCHMs but also various alternative Higgs models such as the MSSM and other extended Higgs sectors.
First, suppose a new resonance exists at m ρ ∼ 2 TeV, the specific value of the phase shift determines the compositeness parameter ξ and/or the width. When we observe δ ∼ 0.2 by measuring A ± at a future collider experiment, the compositeness parameter would be respectively. These deviations enhance the cross section of double Higgs boson production pp → hhjj by the factor of 4.5 and 6, respectively [32] . Such enhancements can be measured and thus can be discriminated at the high luminosity LHC. At the ILC, due to the deviation of κ hhh and c hhV V , the cross section of e + e − → ννhh for MCHM 4 (MCHM 5 ) is about 3.9 (5) times larger than the SM prediction with the collision energy 1 TeV [32] . We expect that, by this kind of analyses, each MCHM can be mostly discriminated from the others.
In models with extended Higgs sectors, the Higgs boson coupling constants can also be modified the SM values due to the effect of field mixings. The MSSM is a good example where the Higgs sector is composed of two doublet fields. The hV V coupling constant is multiplied by the mixing factor sin(β − α), while the up-type (down-type) Yukawa coupling is modified by cos α/ sin β (− sin α/ cos β), where α is the mixing angle between CP-odd Higgs bosons and tan β is the ratio of vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets.
Hence, in the SM-like region where sin(β − α) (= κ V ) is slightly smaller than unity, κ b > 1 and κ t < 1 are predicted in the MSSM. Since both are less than unity in the MCHMs, the MSSM and MCHMs can easily be separated.
In general two Higgs doublets models (2HDMs) with the softly broken discrete symmetry for avoiding flavor changing neutral current, there are four types of Yukawa interactions; i.e.,
Type-I, Type-II, Type-X and Type-Y [33] [34] [35] [36] . The Higgs sector of the MSSM is the Type-II 2HDM. For the other types of 2HDMs, similar argument can be used for the separation from the MCHMs except for the Type-I and Type-X with cos(β − α) to be negative. In these models, directions of the deviations in κ b and κ t are both negative. In order to discriminate
MCHMs from these models, we need to utilize the other coupling constants than the Yukawa couplings, such as c hhV V . In the MCHMs, we have c hhV V = 1 − 2ξ which corresponds to c hhV V = 0.5 for ξ = 0.25, while c hhV V is unchanged in the 2HDMs. Therefore, by measuring the cross section of double Higgs boson production at the high luminosity LHC and the ILC [30, 32, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , we can separate MCHMs from all the type of the 2HDMs as long as the deviation in κ V is not too small.
Finally, we mention the possibility of discriminating MCHMs from the Higgs sector with an additional singlet, where κ V , κ t and κ b are reduced with the same factor cos θ where θ is the mixing angle between the SM Higgs field and the singlet field [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . There is no difference in direction of the deviations in MCHMs. However, in the model with the singlet, the reduction patterns of c hhV V and κ hhh are different from those in MCHMs. Therefore, we may be able to discriminate MCHMs from the model with the singlet if the double Higgs boson production can be measured accurately enough [52, 53] .
In conclusion, the double Higgs boson production might be another pathway to answer the question; is the Higgs boson elementary or composite?
Up to now, we did not take into account the use of the appearance of higher dimensional operators such as hhtt and hhbb. They can also affect the double Higgs boson production via gluon fusion. At the LHC and future hadron colliders, the dominant contribution is the gluon fusion process, which is induced by top-quark loop at leading order 5 . Therefore, the cross section is sensitive to not only κ hhh but also c hhtt . In particular, the latter is important in pp → tthh as well, which will be a crucial target at future hadron collider experiments [54] .
We shall examine this point as our next task.
VI. SUMMARY
In this paper, we have discussed two complementary approaches to investigate composite nature of the Higgs boson in MCHMs. These two approaches can lead an answer to the big question; is the Higgs boson composite or elementary?
The first step which we have discussed is to extract information of the new resonance scale from the possible phase shift in longitudinally polarized vector boson pair production at hadron collider experiments. According to the analogy with pion-pion scattering processes, a sizable phase shift can be predicted to restore perturbative unitarity at high energies. We have evaluated the new resonance scale by utilizing violation of perturbative unitarity, where we apply the fitting function used in the elastic pion-pion scattering to the phase shift in the present process. We have also discussed the possibility that the phase shift can be measured by the asymmetry A ± at the LHC and future hadron colliders. The result is independent of the detail of composite models.
On the other hand, if we assume the "obsereved" composite model as one of the MCHMs, we need to go another approach to narrow down to a class of more specific models by experiments. We have discussed the deviation patterns of the Higgs boson coupling constants as one of the ways to classify the types of the MCHMs. We have also made a comprehensive list of the deviation patterns in a wide class of MCHMs. We have found that the detailed study by using the deviation pattern can be an important alternative approach for proving the question whether the Higgs boson is a composite state or not. Furthermore, it can be essentially important to distinguish a specific MCHM from the other new physics models.
We conclude that these two complementary approaches are very useful to explore the We give the explicit kinematics of the decay product, which is sketched in Ref. [24] . The process considered here is W Z pair production by ud scattering, and they decay purely
. Regarding u andd as massless, they only appear as left-handed state in this process. Here we assign their momenta as follows:
where we define z-axis along to the W -boson momentum direction, and Θ is the angle between p u and p W . The phase space of the final state leptons depends on two polar decay angles (θ 1 , θ 2 ) and two azimuthal decay angles (φ 1 , φ 2 ) from the production plane defined byn ∼ p u × p W . Therefore, A ± defined in Eq. (15) represents the asymmetry between the events that the charged lepton goes to "above" or "below" the production plane.
Appendix B: Variations of the MCHMs
Here we list the matter sector of the effective Lagrangian and the Higgs potential in the models which we considered in this paper (see also Ref. [31] excepting for MCHM 14 ). In the MCHMs, the breaking pattern of the global symmetry is fixed as SO (5) 
Therefore the representations in which the SM fermions are embedded can
where the X in the subscript denotes the charge for U (1) X .
MCHM 5
All the quark fields are embedded into 5-representation. We focus on the third generation quarks in the following. The quantum charges for t L,R , and
and b R ∼ (0, 0) −1/3 . In the bracket, we write the quantum numbers corresponding to
The effective Higgs potential takes the form as
MCHM 10
All the quark fields are embedded into 10-representation. The quantum charges for 
The effective Higgs potential takes the same form as one given in Eq. (B3).
MCHM 14
All the quark fields are embedded into 14-representation. The quantum charges for r ) / pΠ
The quantum charges for t L,R , and 
However, the electroweak symmetry breaking cannot occur with this potential and this model is not a realistic model.
MCHM 5-5-10
The quantum charges for t L,R , and
MCHM 5-10-10
, and b R ∼ (0, −1) 2/3 . The matter sector of the effective Lagrangian is
MCHM 5-14-10
The effective Higgs potential takes the same form as one given in Eq. (B6).
MCHM 10-5-10
MCHM 10-14-10
The quantum charges for t L,R , and b L,R under SU (2) L × SU (2) R × U (1) X are assigned as 
MCHM 14-1-10
The quantum charges for t L,R , and b L,R under SU (2) L × SU (2) R × U (1) X are assigned as q L / pΠ
t R / pΠ 
MCHM 14-5-10
The quantum charges for t L,R , and b L,R under SU (2) L × SU (2) R × U (1) X are assigned as q L / pΠ The effective Higgs potential takes the same form as one given in Eq. (B6).
12. MCHM 14-10-10 The quantum charges for t L,R , and b L,R under SU (2) L × SU (2) R × U (1) X are assigned as q L / pΠ
MCHM 14-14-10
q L / pΠ
